
26 September 1966 

Sele Mire Willian Johnson 
ol Associate EdLtor : ime, Tne. : : 

ae Rockefeller ‘center 
foe New York, MES. 10020. 

a Dear sir, 

X The Time: essay - (uxntopsy 0 ou ‘the’ Warren Commission) in. the September 16 Me : 
3 vi 1966, issue: ue" contains fsorrect: statements, on. questions. of. fact. 

ee “ay The essay states that nthe: ‘employees watching ‘from’: a. window , 
is directly below heard the shots from overhead. One. of the three. men 
in the fifth floor window, James Jaman, Jr., testified that he had 

o> thought. thatthe: shots: cane from belo not. owe the. fifth floor 
ks: (see Hearings, Volume: TEs page 2 an 

my E. Mthe: in: Conr i sine was oddly 
a ge, siiguesting ‘that. “the: bullet had begun. to: wobble | : j 
be. ore it: _ Stanek presmabiy because. it- had just: passed - through: the 

ck.“ : . However, the Warren Report. (page. w) destribes a 
1S wound as smal in size with clean-cut edges. pik ES 

oo ‘The. Warren Report. page 109) ‘Vater. refers, to. the same. > wound as ‘Wlarge. " 
ee: “contradictory. deseriptit ns appear to. have: originated. +: contradictory 

cements of the wound, stated both as 3 em. or 1.2 s- (Commission 
it-Ne. 392): ‘and as approximately 1 13 § cms. OF Bf aoe ‘6 an inch 

Olume W, page Fok). 

. = “Fhe contradiction was’ not: ‘HOLE Ced: Loy tlie Warren Commission; ‘both: 
descriptions. were. incorporated. in, its Report. — : 

: “Although the avourabe: measurenent was not. ‘established: by the Commission, . 
the Bullet hole. in the back of the Gévernor's coat. (5/88 x 1/li") seems to 

: “correspond with: the small’ clean-cut. wound described’ on page 92 of the Report. 
- That, oft course, “weakens: the presuaption what... ‘ts bullet. had: first passed 
foe through the: ‘President's: neck. os os 

- You: perhaps: will agree ‘that: ae is host ‘unfortunate. that the. ‘Warren © 
° Commission’ was So careless. as to. give two. contradi¢tory descriptions of 

bis: wound, since its sizé and characteristics have significance in | 
-.«, determitting the validity of the single-missile: theory--which:. in. turn 

: : has. crucial significance. in ‘determining whether there: was more Han one 
ae rifleman. | an 

(3) The essay states. that wehe. doctors found an opening. in the right 
‘rear. of ‘the . President's skull, which they diagnosed” as. an. entrance wound." 

Loos However, there is substantial evidence-+in. particular, the Zapruder film’. 
: svwhich throws doubt on that assertion. and suggests. that, on’ the contrary, 



a 

6 s from in front. of and: ‘to. the. right. of: the car... “Many critics ; 

Report. ha re ‘pointed to. the fact that the. head. shot. threw 

den ently back and to: his left... Measurements of his position 

es: immediately after: ‘the head shot. (frame 313), obtained by 

frames. upon eaeb. obits corroborate the: recoil backward. 

: AUB EY tic Sle. by Gaetano. Fonsi in the 

a wagonins) ~ : 

le 0: the. ale dod ors sat parkland ‘pospital sho. were: involved in 

cy. reatment of the as sidant: was ‘able. 
to.confim-the 

2 ball Ht nbrance } e ber nthe back « of. the: bead. a Bee yolume vi, 
aaistonot Ea 

ts 5 présent at the: - gutopay failed to confirm 

see jolume: IT. pages. 128. and. UB; ‘and Commission 

7 Gi port. of. ‘PRE agents: Sil ‘and O'NeilL), 

nton Hill, was called in ¢ zi Liew 

did corroborate. ‘the. 

e skull made du the autopsy by. the surgeon 

: page 5 6) oes “not ‘ghow any small. wound: of entry in the back 

ad: su is’ the, wourk “shown “in the schematic: 7 i 

Pre} sratory’ +o: ‘the. ‘testimony, of ‘the: aubop y 

; : “the: ‘examination of. the: “witnesses” fee) iid 

it any. planation for. the: omission of the alleged wound of entrance 

om the otherwise-careful . and: detailed. autopsy. diagram; nor did the 

‘questioning ‘provide any’. ‘pasis™ for determining whether: the’ 18 witnesses 

“who failed. to see. the entrance wound did, or did not, view. the part of 

Ehe: head: where this: wound: supposedly was. situated. 

the autopsy. surgeons were “puzzled when they 

xtended bullet’ path, nor an exit wound; — 

after surgical examination of the 
re a) the’ essay” states: that. 

“eould find neither a bullet, ane 

put that- they: " cleared: “up the. mysters 

Hey was completed." are 

conflict with the “gescription of ‘events 

oe “spbesented in the: ‘Warren: Report (pages. 88-89
), which. states. that further 

Do explores”. during. the autopsy. disproved the theory that the ‘bullet had 

Wistance and had dropped out of the body, as a 

, through the hole of entrance.’ The Report asserts 

Here the essay comes: ‘into 

pody that. ‘the bullet had Pe ee nad exit two large strap muscles in the neck 

“and that. they presumed. 
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‘surgeons determined during the examination of the ~——



os “tne catling attention to ‘the « 
that. ‘the. eBsay is incorrect. o 

2 ote ‘that. inference. is : valid, it means that the surgeons came | “to one set of conclusions during. the. actual post-mortem’ examination, but. revised Ba certain erucial Findings: subsequently, when: the. body: Was” no: longer _ aweessible. .. The. possibility of. fundamental error would of course: be ° ‘ serious: under such. & procedure, ae a ; 

; ¢ 5) . Point cay. above is’ slosely related to: 
which are. in diaetric. cc : 

£ on January 13; 
2 on. bY; EBT . agents 

4 psy. findings | an : 
official autopsy. report. ¢ ransmi: ted to the r.Kiebel's inquiries, on: December. 23 , 1963). 

vable,. given: “the: importance, of: the case. 

966, issue (page BB). that the BI had long iged..that. it was’ in error in stating in its Summary and “Supplencntel Reports that +t ‘first bullet. did not. pass: through the “- President's body: at. all. Tn-an. attempt. to. obtain’ confirmation’ of the . alleged admission: of: error. r (which: Time was- not able. to. substantiate), - ‘an inquiry was directed: to: the. Director of the FBI « : de Regex Hoover 7 replied ; in a: latte ‘dated September 12, 1966, that: 
ation furnished. to. this. Bureau ‘relating to 

- “the SS8ass nation of President. Kennedy: Was’ accurately reported | and furnished. to the President's Commission . and consequently the need to- retract. any information. ‘furnished to: he Commission has never. arisen." 

— oa interpret that. statement: as. a reaffirmation. of the description in the —. FBI ‘Summary and Supplemental Reports of a wound below the shoulders inflicted



). byva wallet ‘that pene r ed, at. a ate vy Somat ancl, only a fingers | be J ngih—a. dese iption. ; a ) 


